
Figure 2. The growth curve of M. alcaliphilum as time vs. OD. Error bars represent the standard 

deviation in order to provide a measure of dispersion of data
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Abstract 

This project aimed to determine the feasibility of turning methane waste into 

ectoine through methanotroph systems. Tests were conducted to determine 

important kinetic factors such as growth rate, methane consumption, and 

ectoine formation. Values for growth rate and substrate consumption were 

determined while future tests to determine ectoine production are needed.

Background

• When looking to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, methane produced from 

wastewater and landfill facilities should be considered

• Central Valley Water Reclamation Facility produces 11.8 * 106 cubic feet of 

methane waste per month1
 
(figure 1)

• The use of Methylotivimicrobium acaliphilum, a methanotroph, to produce 

ectoine can help alleviate emissions at landfills or provide revenue at water 

resource recovery facilities to offset operations costs

• Ectoine is a profitable bioproduct often valued at over $1000 per kilogram2

• Assuming a yield of 4.0 mg of ectoine/ g biomass3 , around $368,000 of 

ectoine could be produced through a methanotroph system at Central Valley

• Previous research determined kinetic constants such as a growth rate 0.132 

h-1 and a yield of 1.19 gDCW/gCH
4
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Methodology

Previous Methodology

• M. acaliphilum was cultured in 250 mL flasks containing liquid media with 

rubber stoppers installed to prevent unwanted air flow.

• Two different gases with varying concentrations of methane and carbon  

dioxide were introduced (DSLFG and DPM) to the media and the reduction 

of methane over time was recorded.

• Gas concentrations were measured through gas chromatography (figure 3  

& 4) and culture growth was measured through spectrophotometry (figure 

2)

• Measure ecotine production using HPLC for separation and identification

Proposed Methodology

• Perform a similar experiment while upscaling the process to 10 L in a 
bioreactor

• Potentially change the liquid media to have more accessible nutrients for 

the microbes

• Measure methane reduction through gas chromatography and culture 

growth through absorbance

• Measure ectoine production through HPLC

Expected Results
• Confirm previous results that determined growth rates, and yields of 

biomass per substrate

• Obtain results for ectoine production in a 10 L system and determine yields 

of product per biomass and product per substrate

• Use updated results in order to adjust the model of a potential 

methanotroph system used in a landfill and in a water resource facility

Hypothesis

The use of methanotroph systems in wastewater facilities and landfills can 

successfully produce ectoine and can be profitable while doing so.

Figure 1. Current methane mitigation methods include storing 
and burning of methane for energy. Although this is cost 
effective; use of methanotrophs may bring in more net profit 

Figure 3. Daily methane fluctuations among vessels, averaged by 
treatment condition. Error bars represent the standard error in 
order to provide a measure of the precision of the means.

Figure 4 - The growth rate plotted against the specific methane 

consumption rate. The linear regression model and least squares 

regression fit with 95% CI bounds shows predicted values and 

anticipated boundaries.
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Molecular Weight 142.15 g/mol

Density 1570 kg/m3

Melting Point 280 ⁰C

Solubility 550 g/L (Water)

36 g/L (MeOH)

5 g/L (EtOH)

pH Stable Range 1-9

pKa 2.44

Ectoine Properties
Table 1. physicochemical properties of ectoine summarized
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